Abstract-Managing the tacit knowledge in organizations raises substantial challenges in regards of the associated processes. In software project management decision making has the critical role in this scenario since it defines the manager's responsibilities and stems from the various sources linked to the process. With the respect of tacit knowledge, the decision making constructs the essential foundation and thereby it needs a reliable framework for modeling of the decision structure. In this paper a conceptual multi-method simulation based framework will be introduced in a modality to cover multiple levels of the decision structure over software project management process. The methods used are integrated towards a multimethod simulation model whereas each of these methods exclusively realizes distinct aspect of software project management. The framework evolves the manner of decision making by a paradigm which establishes the foundation for a tactical level understanding and decision support for practitioners. At the results section an optimal policy for the framework will be presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Software project management (SPM) is basically defined by the ability of decision making. It is the responsibility of managers to design this process and optimize it to minimize costs and maximize production. Decision makings are based on resources and constraints which are planned for the target project and the plan could change hardly in line with new requirements during project progress. But what could be done accordingly to confront changes which are contingent in every project, is to define an optimal plan with effective decisions.
Decision making is a cognitive process resulting in the selection of a course of action among several alternative scenarios. This process finally leads the decision maker to take an action or make a choice [1] . Thereby it is an ability based on experience and knowledge that enables a leader of a process to succeed. The nature of software projects on the other side add other complexity in which development process has intangibility that makes it difficult for managers to design a suitable strategy for decision making.
SPM requires special mindset to make practitioners be able to conduct management process in an effective and efficient manner. These mindsets are from any point of view considered as high level experience and management capabilities, since it originates from a complex process and organizational understanding [2] . Therefore Management of this knowledge requires special strategies for an effective knowledge management.
It is evident that an effective approach for modeling of the decision making process and redefining the decision structure over SPM is necessary. This model should be able to deal with high level of intangibility and continuous change requests within the software project.
In this paper a framework which constructs the basis for modeling of decision making process over SPM will be introduced. This framework incorporates knowledge management discipline and simulation methods as well as the methodology that is supported by SPM discipline. In the framework new concepts will be introduced and the possibility of distinct levels of view over SPM would be realized.
II. RELATED LTERATURE
DSS (Decision support systems) are generally implemented as expert systems into SPM process. The frameworks have been introduced in the literature of Software Project Management Decision Support (SPMDS). With study in the respective literature, scholars [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] stated the improvement of decision making by implementation of expert systems in SPM. As stated by Antony and Santhanam [11] with supporting decision-making ability, the use of knowledge-base systems could implicitly improve the learning process as a stimulus. Olteanu [8] addresses the necessity of implementation of DSS in project management to identify all opportunities for improvement of decision value and lowering the production cost. Janczura and Golinska [9] defines the DSS implementation as an appropriate criteria for choosing a model for software development life cycle. At the end the author mentions that selecting an appropriate software development life cycle model is a complex and a challenging task, which requires not only broad theoretical knowledge, but also consultation with experienced expert managers. Therefore, the computer application presented should be perceived as the first step towards building a system that could be applied in practice. Besir and Birant [12] stated the DSS use in SPM could avoid the possible erroneous results and help the companies to perform the managing and planning functions easier. As Yang and Wang [13] acclaimed, Project management is an experience-driven and knowledge-centralized activity. Therefore, project managers require some assistance to reduce the uncertainty at the early stage of constructing project plans. Authors applied cased-based reasoning technique for formulating the project requirements.
Other scholars have implemented simulation technique as a method for modeling software engineering process. That is significant to mention there are two types of efforts in the literature focused on SPM modeling. Those that in the literature, named software development process learning improvement (SDPLI) but implicitly they have tried to digest topics of SPM [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . And others that explicitly addressed and focused on SPM experience acquisition solution [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . As noticed in the literature of SDPLI, approaches for improvement of learning scheme for software development process mainly paid attention to provide a set of facilities from models to applications to support learning process of SPM.
The summary of existing works with implementation of simulation and DSS in regards to SPM knowledge acquisition is shown in table I. Thereby the legends on table 1 are described as follow:
Based on the level of understanding over SPM process as E-D: explicit direct view, O: operational, M: managerial, T: tactical, S: strategic and the concepts that are in this paper introduced based on decision support paradigm as DS: decision support, In-P: in-process decision support, Off-P: off-process decision support, N: not considered, Y: considered, P: partially considered. A brief explanation for the levels of view, according to Targowski [24] categorization of organizational and managerial understanding (tacit knowledge) basic, whole, global and universal mind. In this paper they are specified as (1) operational, (2) managerial, (3) tactical and (4) strategic levels. Accordingly in this paper two terms are specified as: The "in-process decision support" which resolves short-term and real-time decision issues and is assumed on the tactical level over SPM process. The "off-process decision support" resolves long-term and past decision issues and is assumed on managerial level over SPM process. Also in the discipline coverage column in table I, SPMDS stands for software project management decision support and SPMLI for software project management learning improvement.
III. FRAMEWORK COMPOSITION

A. Simulation Model
Simulation model is accountable to provide a basis for animation of SPM process. This operability is conducted through the implementation of multi-method simulation technique. The simulation techniques which are applied to this framework are discrete event simulation (DES), system dynamics (SD) and partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP). Therefore these methods will be used to model exhaustive simulation logic and engine.
Discrete is the elapsed time during the phase. This variable is dependent on predetermined value of scheduled time for the phase (based on input variables before the start of simulation) and decisions the performer of simulation will make during progress of the phase. In this simulation it is supposed that "lenghtofphase" never will be zero. SD is an approach to understanding the behavior of complex systems over time. It deals with internal feedback loops and time delays that affect the behavior of the entire system [26] . There mainly two topics in SD: (a) Causal loop diagrams, is a simple map of a system with all its constituent components and their interactions. By capturing interactions and consequently the feedback loops, a causal loop diagram reveals the structure of a system. By understanding the structure of a system, it becomes possible to ascertain system's behavior over a certain time period. (b) Stock and flow diagrams, to perform a more detailed quantitative analysis, a causal loop diagram is transformed to a stock and flow diagram.
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A POMDP models an agent decision process in a Markov Decision Process, but the agent cannot directly observe the underlying state. Instead, it must maintain a probability distribution over the set of possible states, based on a set of observations and observation probabilities, and the underlying Markov Decision Process [27] . An exact solution to a POMDP yields the optimal action for each possible belief over the world states. The optimal action maximizes the expected reward of the agent over a possibly infinite horizon. Briefly a POMDP consists of 6 elements plus the belief state condition; set of states, actions, observations, state conditional transition probability function, conditional observation probability function and reward function.
1) Simulation methods and their correspondence to the level of views
Each method projects specific level of perspective over simulation process. They operate at different level of abstraction and comprises of distinct elements. DES is the basis for constructing the simulation operability. SD which entails the highest level of simulation perspective that provides strategic view from the system behavior. Yet the multi-method simulation approach is not coherent and there is a gap between these two levels. POMDP fills out this gap and provides tactical view level of process. This level is as much significant as, on one side to coordinate the two different techniques of DES and DS and on the other side to adapt the continuous technique, of SD with the discrete one, of DES. The simulation methods and their correspondence to level of operation from each distinct perspective are illustrated in figure 1. 
2)
Simulation engine Simulation engine is formed by interrelated operability of DES and SD. The simulation engine is responsible to provide the basis for dynamism of simulation events. DES is adequately rich to develop simulation system, but on the other hand the lack of highlevel abstract view of simulated environment makes it insufficient to bring in the critical characteristics of SPM. For this reason SD complements the operability of DS that allows the simulation system to be a strategic planning platform for SPM practice. Figure 2 illustrates the elements of multi-method simulation engine.
B. Strategic Decision Breakdown Framework for SPM
Strategic decision breakdown is an approach to model decision structure properly. In this approach the decision structure would be categorized by domain, objective and transformation. To address SPM decisions in the proposed framework with strategic perspective, type of decisions will be identified. These types are stereotypes of SPM activities according to SPM methodology specification. With identification of decision stenotypes, objectives and respectively the transformation function would be determined. Transformation is a mapping function that links a decision frame into related operational work breakdown structure. As illustrated in figure 3 , the decision design process from strategic level to operational activities is depicted.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
A. Generating Policy
For the proposed framework given the follow definition for POMDP model as S is the set of states, A is the set of actions and O is the set of observations: S1= phaseproceeding, S2= phasedone A1= noact, A2= hire, A3= fire, A4= planreview, A5= Figure 3 . functional design of solution framework The set of actions, observations and transition functions are elicited according to [15] risk prioritization, for the considerable actions and related observations. The action set labeled as "action stereotypes" helps to categorize the decision domains and to model the decision process effectively. Definition of transition functions are based on (1) and (2) respectively for actions and observations:
(2) P(action) is probability function of action over states, "observ" is the number of related observations, "semiobserv" is the number of semi-related observation, P(observ) is the probability function of observation over states and risks are related risks to the observations, "semiriks" is semi-related risks. Table II shows the project risk list.
We have a set of states, but we could never be certain where we are. A way to model this situation is to use probabilities distribution over the belief states. For better management of SPM process phases, the phase is divided into two states, "phaseproceeding" state which implies the process of the phase and "phasedone" which implies the phase is done. In a real SPM process each phase could be different dependant of manager's strategy but for formulating the process the same situation is considered for all phases of SPM. Therefore, the probability distribution over the two states is, Pr(s = phaseproceeding) = 0.50, Pr(s = phasedone) = 0.50 where s= state at time t. In this model there are advantages which would reduce the complexity of the algorithm of finding an optimal policy; 1-we know the initial belief point and 2-we know the initial action 3-belief state transition is one-way which only transition is from "phaseproceeding" to "phasedone". These three conditions of the model reduce the complexity of an exponential algorithm. There are 6 actions and 4 observations, according to (3): Number of policies number of actions
It is a considerable large number to find an optimal policy from 1296 existent policies. ∑ γ E r s , a |b , π
Where in (4), π is the policy, 0<γ<1 is discount factor, r is reward function, b0 is initial belief state and Eπ is expected value for policy π.
Then the optimal policy would be (5):
Algorithm used to find the optimal policy is SARSOP [28] as described in figure 4 .
1)
Determining the optimal policy The optimal policy for the simulation framework is described in table III. The transition of belief state with Piecewise linear and convex strategy, is converted into partitions, the belief space (state=phasedone). Table III shows an optimal policy for this framework since there are only two states, belief state can be represented with a single value. In doing so it is not much more than a table lookup and using of Bayes Rule.
Generally finding an optimal policy over the POMDP is a very complex calculation form the complexity of algorithm chosen over an infinite number of horizons for the purpose. One of major issues in computing the optimal policy over belief states is the continuity. In finding POMDP optimal policy, it is more effective to divide the continuous belief space into several partitions and then to assign one action for each of the partitions. The set of partitions is resulted from the calculation of policy from infinite horizons and see the intersection for each of action-observation set of lines resulted from the value function called Piecewise linear and convex (PWLC). Figure 5 shows the visual PWLC presentation of computed optimal policy over the belief state partitions for the framework. The Y axis accounts for value of action and the x axis accounts for belief space probability distribution. Briefly, this figure illustrates the action segmentation for the considered belief space whereas in this case is the project progress.
2) Policy graph of POMDP Policy graph is another form of a policy presentation for acting in a POMDP. A finite state controller, which each node of the graph is an associated action, and the edge out of the node going to other node is each observation that is possible. For this framework, a "policy graph" is shown in figure 6 . Since the actual graph is very complicated, for simplification, maximum branches starting from a node to show is implemented. Figure 6 illustrates the same policy with 1 (a) and 2 (b) maximum branch(es) starting from a node. As it is perceived figure 6 (b) with only 2 branches out even has a complex structure for this framework and is presented to demonstrate the actual complication of the policy graph. This graph on the other hand provides a vision and clear visual for the analyzer to have a better insight on actions, observations and their impact on decision process. Also policy graph reveals the central tendency of decision; nevertheless this strategy makes the complexity of POMDP mitigated. The legends of symbols used in figure 6 are, A as action, O as observation and Y as state. For all symbols array number, the value in parentheses starts from zero and the value beside O is the probability of observation and Y is the belief point value. on paradigm upport framew sion modelin ed policy of P evaluate dec oner to adjus process and gards to proje modeling a n process tha e, inculcates t mework is c nds to form a nthesis of dec eatures. Figu a) 6 figure 8 . In figure  8 , the knowledge of SPM is categorized with planning and decision making areas for the purpose.
VI. CONCLUSION
The presented framework provides different views of SPM training, knowledge management, which were hardly considered in the existing approaches. These views are ranged from strategic, tactical, managerial and operational dimensions of SPM experiential knowledge.
The intention of implementing POMDP into the framework is to deal with complex aspect of SPM decision making process in which provides tactics and principles to evaluate decision values. SD with underlying basis of simulation supported by DES, provides a comprehensive simulation engine that on one hand makes the possibility of developing an operational framework upon the conceptual architecture and on the other hand transforms the simulation framework into a strategic planning-training platform. The framework brings on a delicate feature for SPM practitioner which is called in-process decision support. With this feature it is possible to assess the decision issues and deal with them according to the designated strategy in a real time fashion.
With integration of expert systems into the framework, the idea of reaching for having common features of decision support systems and decision management systems entirely will be accomplished. The goal is to develop a framework that involves in planning and decision making stages of SPM. The role of an expert system in the framework would be to specify structure for long-term perspective adjustment and help practitioners to acquire knowledge from past experiences. Also it would be possible to facilitate the tacit-explicit knowledge conversion of software project management. 
